DESCRIPTION

Population growth and food supply have long been of central concern to economists. The World Food Economy examines the lessons of the past while assessing 21st century and future challenges, including food shortages, global hunger, and economic inequality. With the demand for food and the population growing at an unprecedented rate, this text provides students with a timely, relevant, and unique overview of the world of agricultural production. New coverage in the Second Edition explains how productivity has risen around the globe throughout the last century through technological advances and how consumers and producers in every part of the world—rich and poor alike—feel the effects of expanded global commodity trade, food aid, and national legislation in response to globalization.
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NEW TO EDITION

• **New chapter** devoted to the impacts of higher energy costs, explaining the effect of biofuels on supply and pricing of agricultural outputs in the context of world food security, and what energy really costs in the U.S. and other countries.

• **New coverage** on mounting water scarcity, new agricultural subsidy issues, and World Trade Organization (WTO) negotiations.

• **Latest research** on fertility, longevity, and their impact on agricultural supply and demand.

• Newly updated chapters on each of the following:
  • Globalization
  • Environmental issues
  • Developing countries
  • Agricultural, regional trends
  • Current challenges and directions

• **Up to four new example boxes** per chapter.

• **New key terms and concepts** introduced and highlighted for student comprehension and review.

• More technical economic material included in the appendices and footnotes, providing accessibility for students of all levels and further study for advanced students.
FEATURES

• Comprehensive guide to industrial organization in the imperfect market conditions of the real world.

• Unique overview of the agricultural world of production: both demand for and supply of food products.

• Key Words, Terms, and Study Questions at the end of each chapter.

• Examines the lessons of the past for wealthy nations, where agricultural output has steadily risen for decades.

For additional product details, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us